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EARPRO EARPIECES--ALL-DAY
COMFORT. EVERY DAY.

EARPRO HEARING ENHANCEMENT &
PROTECTION--THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

Their low-profile, ergonomic design, and soft-polymer construction
means you can wear EarPro® earpieces for hours on end without
any discomfort. Their natural shape conforms to your ear,
“locking” them in place. You can wear them with a helmet, mask,
or hat—even while using a telephone or headphones.

EarPro FoxEars and SWAT Ears use state-of-the-art digital
compression technology to compress potentially dangerous noises to
safe levels and amplify softer sounds, providing the wearer with both
protection and a tactical advantage.

COMMEAR® COMFORT (EP1)
Open design doesn’t block the ear, allowing
for hearing of normal ambient sounds and
uncompromised directional hearing.

FOXEARS™
In-the-ear hearing protection and enhancement
perfect for tactical applications, hunting, or
sport shooting. Compress loud noises to
85dB; amplify softer sounds by as much as
22dB. Low-profile design permits wearing
with hat, helmet, mask, or while using a
phone or headphones.

COMMEAR® BOOST (EP2)

SWAT EARS™

Adjustable stem extends further into the ear
canal, allowing for lower radio volumes,
protecting against potential hearing loss.

Electronic hearing protection/enhancement
worn on the outside of the ear
(hypoallergenic earpiece goes in the ear).
Compress loud noises to 85dB; amplify
softer sounds by as much as 22dB.
Waterproofing, rugged design, and longlasting batteries make them a great choice
for tactical professionals.

SONIC DEFENDERS® (EP3)
Passive hearing protection allows safe
sound levels to pass through and
reduces potentially damaging noises to
safer levels. Attached stoppers provide
additional hearing protection (16dB NRR).

EARPRO BY SUREFIRE --TWO TRUSTWORTHY
NAMES, ONE OUTSTANDING PRODUCT LINE.
EarPro has been producing high-end professional hearing products for
years. SureFire designs and manufactures the world’s finest
illumination tools and tactical equipment. Together, they’re producing a
full line of world-class hearing products for those who demand the
absolute best. For professionals, by professionals.

HEARING PROTECTION &
ENHANCEMENT FOR THE
TACTICAL PROFESSIONAL

®

www.surefire.com • 800-828-8809
®
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THE KEY TO GREAT
HEARING PRODUCTS IS
LISTENING.
Especially to the pros who use them on a daily basis: police officers,
machinists, military personnel—anyone whose job, or survival,
depends on hearing vital communications.
At EarPro® by SureFire®, we listen carefully to our customers. And we
engineer and build our products accordingly. Over-engineer, really.
Chalk it up to our obsession with producing gear that can withstand
worst-case scenarios. Engineered for performance, designed for
comfort, and built to withstand the rigors of day-to-day service.

EARPRO RADIO COMM WIRE SYSTEMS-DON’T MISS A SINGLE WORD.
Communications go directly from your radio into your ear so you hear
everything and eliminate the possibility of others overhearing your
messages. Also allows for lower radio volumes to be used, which can
help guard against gradual hearing loss.

EP100 SERIES
LISTEN-ONLY SYSTEM
Single-wire system for incoming
communications. Utilize your radio’s
microphone for outgoing transmissions.
Available with acoustic sound tube
(EP100) or with inline electronic speaker
(EP110) that enhances voice frequencies.
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EP200 SERIES
LISTEN-TALK SYSTEM
Two-wire system with an omni-directional,
water-resistant microphone. Utilizes your
radio’s side-mount Push-to-Talk (PTT)
button to transmit. Available with acoustic
sound tube (EP200) or with inline
electronic speaker (EP210) that enhances
voice frequencies.

THE EARPRO BY SUREFIRE DIFFERENCE

SWAT COMBAT SYSTEM
(EP-KIT-SCS1A)
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Waterproof SWAT Ears use sophisticated
digital compression to compress potentially
dangerous noise levels and amplify softer
sounds, providing wearer with hearing
protection/enhancement and a listen/talk
radio comm system all in one.

Gold-plated connectors for superior conductivity
Kevlar®-wrapped wires to resist wear
High-performance electronics for crystal-clear sound
Precisions-machined, water-resistant aluminum components
Low-profile, comfortable, ergonomically designed earpieces
Medical-grade dry sound tube releases condensation

THE EARPRO EP500 INLINE MOBILE PHONE
COMM SYSTEM
Clearly and covertly make and receive hands-free calls on your mobile
phone. Funnels incoming calls directly into your ear and utilizes a
high-gain, omni-directional microphone to ensure your outgoing
communications are equally as clear. Compatible with Motorola,
Nextel, and most phones with a 2.5mm jack or a 2.5mm jack adapter.

